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403(b) RETIREMENT PLANS 
AUDIT AND COMPLIANCE 
CONCERNS: 
A CONTINUING REVIEW

By: Steven P. Kjar, CIMA®, CEBS

Effective January 1, 2009, most 403(b) retirement plan sponsors 
were required to begin completing annual governmental filings and 
independent plan audits for their plans. Prior to this date, these 
requirements did not exist for 403(b) plan sponsors and the change in 
requirements created many questions. 

In December, 2010 and again in March, 2012, we published white 
papers focused on the audit concerns of  403(b) retirement plan 
sponsors. This series of  articles was written to help plan sponsors 
understand the new requirements, articulate audit concerns 
that were consistently identified in the annual audit cycle, and 
provide recommendations for correcting and mitigating these 
fiduciary concerns. 

This white paper is the third in our series reviewing these audit 
and compliance concerns for 403(b) plan sponsors. As in the past, 
CapinCrouse and Lockton Retirement Services have partnered 
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to produce this article. CapinCrouse is an independent accounting and auditing firm that specializes in not-for-profit 
organizations, and the audit and compliance concerns outlined here are the issues the firm consistently found in its most 
recent 403(b) plan audit reviews. Lockton Retirement Services is an independent retirement consulting firm that focuses on 
fiduciary risk mitigation for clients. The suggested solutions represent Lockton’s recommendations to correct these audit 
findings and help plan sponsors mitigate their fiduciary risks. 

The primary concerns identified in the most recent audit cycle and the recommended solutions are as follows: 

Audit Concern Suggested Solutions

1. Definition of Compensation 

This continues to make the top of our audit concerns list. Contributions 
to any retirement plan, including 403(b) plans, are based on the 
definition of compensation found in each plan document. It is critical 
that your plan operate in accordance with this definition. 

The good news: plan documents are getting more specific with the 
definition of compensation. The bad news: definitions such as W-2 
wages, Section 3401 income and Section 415 compensation are not 
specific definitions for purposes of a plan. When should vacations 
and bonuses be included? What about housing allowances? If 
your organization has these types of income, it is important that 
you understand if they are included in your plan’s definition of 
compensation. Applying a plan contribution to an incorrect definition 
of compensation is our most common audit concern and results in a 
compliance violation for the plan sponsor.

Define your objective for the definition of compensation. What 
compensation do you want recognized in your plan?

Review your plan’s definition of compensation. 

 � Does this match your compensation objective? In addition, 
compare this definition to your payroll procedures. 

 � Do your payroll procedures correspond to your plan provisions? 
Make sure your payroll and benefits teams periodically review plan 
provisions and payroll procedures to ensure they are consistently 
understood and applied. 

 � If they are not, you either need to change your payroll processing 
for plan contributions or amend your plan document. 

Assistance in understanding your definition of compensation can be 
obtained from your retirement plan consultant, your independent 
auditor, your retirement plan service provider, or from an attorney that 
specializes in employee benefits and retirement plans.

2. Hardship Withdrawals

403(b) plans may permit a participant to withdraw plan assets if a 
financial hardship occurs. These hardship withdrawal provisions are not 
required, but many plans do include these provisions. 

Hardship withdrawals are subject to specific Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS) regulations. The tax code very specifically articulates the reasons 
permitted for a hardship withdrawal. Your plan can only grant a 
hardship withdrawal if the specific reasons are met. In addition, if a 
hardship withdrawal has occurred, there are additional administrative 
procedures that accompany the withdrawal. 

These administrative procedures include limiting the amount of future 
employee contributions. This limitation may specify a six to twelve 
month suspension of employee deferrals. If your plan has an automatic 
enrollment provision, you may be required to reinstate that deferral 
manually. If you don’t, you could be liable for making up missed 
contributions plus missed earnings. 

Many plans are granting hardship withdrawals without consideration 
of the specific reasons for that withdrawal. Additionally, many plans do 
not enforce the specific restrictions required subsequent to a hardship 
withdrawal. These are compliance violations for your plan and are being 
noted in multiple audits.

 � Does your plan permit hardship withdrawals? Do you want to 
permit hardship withdrawals? 

 � Review the IRS regulations that identify the life events that allow 
a hardship withdrawal to be taken. These are very specifically 
defined for retirement plans.

 � Know the amount of time employee deferrals should be 
suspended.

 � Implement a process to reinstate contributions if there is an 
automatic enrollment provision.

 � Coordinate these procedures with your payroll department to 
ensure consistent and correct administration of the provision.

 � Many plans have their service provider administer their hardship 
withdrawal provisions. If this is the case, make sure you 
understand your service provider’s procedures and that they match 
your plan provisions. 
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Audit Concern Suggested Solutions

3. Changing Service Providers

With all the changes in regulations over the past few years, many plan 
sponsors are attempting to better manage their 403(b) retirement 
program. This often means reducing the number of service providers 
associated with their plan or moving to a single service provider better 
equipped to help the plan sponsor manage the 403(b) plans. 

Many 403(b) plans consist of individual accounts (unlike their 401(k) 
counterparts that are held in a trust). Because these plans consist 
of individual accounts, plan sponsors cannot initiate the transfer of 
plan assets to a new service provider. Plan sponsors are permitted to 
encourage participants to transfer funds. Until funds are transferred, 
the plan sponsor must include all accounts in the 403(b) financial 
statements. Further, if transfers do occur, many times they are not 
reported correctly by one or both service providers, making financial 
statement preparation more difficult.

 � Many plan sponsors find consolidating service providers is a best 
practice for their 403(b) plans. If you want to consolidate services, 
make sure you understand all sources of plan assets and the 
specific contract provisions with all of your service providers, and 
then develop a process for consolidation.

 � Make sure you are following all the regulations related to 
transferring 403(b) funds. Plan sponsors need to understand 
the individual nature of many of these arrangements and closely 
monitor the transition process. 

 � Have someone who works with your plan reconcile the transfers 
between vendors on a regular basis. Have the vendor correct any 
misclassifications before year-end.

 � If you are going to consolidate service providers, make sure your 
service provider is experienced with the consolidation process and 
can provide you with specific 403(b) assistance with the transition 
project.

 � This is a project where the experience of a plan consultant is 
very helpful. A consultant who understands the market, the 
consolidation process and how to coordinate services is a best 
practice for plan sponsors. 

4. Complex Eligibility Rules

Eligibility requirements for participating in a plan are fundamental. 
Understanding your plan’s specific provisions is critical to its 
administration. Some of the various eligibility requirements we see 
include: 

 � A 1,000-hour minimum requirement to be eligible for participation.

 h Some plan sponsors anticipate employees will meet the 
hour’s requirement upon enrollment. What happens if this 
assumption is incorrect?

 h A requirement that participants meet the minimum hour of 
service requirement every year.

 h A“once you’re in, you’re in” policy. 

Plan sponsors are required to follow their plan provisions consistently. 
Violation of your provisions or inconsistent application of the procedures 
could create discrimination violations in your plan.

 � Define your objectives: who should be eligible to participate in 
your plan? 

 � Review eligibility requirements in the plan document. Do they meet 
your objectives? 

 � Do you consistently apply the eligibility requirements? 

 � Consider simplifying eligibility requirements to reduce the risk of 
discrimination.

 � Make sure your payroll processes correspond to your plan design 
and benefit objectives. 
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Audit Concern Suggested Solutions

5. Fee Disclosures

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) requires that 
when selecting and monitoring service providers and plan investments, 
plan fiduciaries must act prudently and solely in the interest of the 
plan’s participants and beneficiaries. This includes ensuring that fees 
paid to service providers are “reasonable.” 
There are three components to compliance with new regulations, some 
of which went into effect during 2012: 

 � Fee disclosures from your service providers (all of them) to the 
plan fiduciary; 

 � Fee disclosures from the plan fiduciary to participants (many 
service providers assist with this process); and

 � Revisions to the Schedule C (an attachment to your Form 5500 
filing) for expanded disclosure of fees to the Department of Labor 
(DOL). 

 � Are you receiving fee disclosures from all of your service providers? 
If you don’t know, you need to contact them immediately and 
begin receiving this information.

 � Are you providing your participants with the required disclosures? 
Do you provide updated disclosures when you make changes? Will 
your service provider(s) assist you with this project? Again, if you 
don’t know, you need to evaluate this immediately and determine 
how you should proceed.

 � Assistance in preparing communications to participants can often 
be obtained from your service provider. Your retirement plan 
consultant or your retirement plan attorney can also provide 
assistance with this project. 

6. Form 8955-SSA

Effective for plan years beginning after December 31, 2008, Form 8955-
SSA is required to be filed with the Social Security Administration. It lists 
participants with account balances in the plan who have completed a 
one-year break-in-service. It also discloses other items, such as when 
reported participants no longer have a vested balance in the plan.

Form 8955-SSA is separate from Form 5500, and should not be included 
in the electronic filing of Form 5500. It has the same due date and 
extension date as Form 5500.

 � Do not include Form 8955-SSA with your Form 5500 electronic 
submission.

 � Your audit firm, retirement plan consultant or third-party service 
provider can assist in preparing this form.

7. Lack of Plan Governance

Plan sponsors appear to have a general lack of knowledge with respect 
to regulatory compliance requirements and their responsibility for plan 
oversight.

Some plan sponsors have implemented retirement plan committees, 
but those committees are struggling to understand their specific 
responsibilities. Many plan sponsors have not implemented a committee 
and have no process surrounding their plans. Lack of internal plan 
governance will be a big issue in the upcoming audit reviews conducted 
by the Department of Labor (DOL) and IRS. 

 � Plan sponsors are required to have a process for evaluating plan 
investments, fees, services, revenues and compliance.

 � Plan fiduciaries are required to operate the plan as if they are 
“experts” in the administration of the plan. If you are not an 
expert, you should get assistance from experts to help meet your 
obligations.

 � Many plan sponsors find that the establishment of a retirement 
plan committee is a best practice. This committee has oversight 
responsibility for the plan and implements a consistent process for 
administration of the plan. 

 � A best practice is to hire retirement plan consultants to assist with 
these fiduciary processes.
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As an additional note, it appears the DOL and IRS are increasing the scrutiny of  retirement plans in general and 
the plans of  non-profit organizations specifically. It is important that plan sponsors implement the following 
best practices: 

 � Administer plans in accordance with written plan documents;

 � Quickly and accurately correct any violations; and

 � Implement a process for evaluating your plan’s compliance with all legal requirements and with your specific 
written documents. 

Your plans are going to be scrutinized more closely than ever before and compliance is here to stay. Make sure you 
have a process in place to evaluate your plan. 

As we communicated above, this is our third in a series of  white papers identifying audit concerns for 403(b) 
retirement plan sponsors. The consistent theme over the years is that these plans are lacking overall plan governance 
and an understanding of  the new complexities associated with these plans. We are also seeing inconsistent 
administration of  plan provisions. Assistance is available to help plan sponsors understand the new complexities 
surrounding these plans and to help plan sponsors operate their plan in the best interest of  its participants. If  
you have questions surrounding the operation of  your plan, seeking assistance is the first step to meeting your 
fiduciary obligations.

STEVEN P. KJAR, CIMA®, CEBS
Vice President 
Lockton Retirement Services

EMILY POWERS
Audit Manager
CapinCrouse, LLP
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Best Practices for the Selection and Monitoring of 
Target Date Funds

By: Jessica Skinner, J.D. 
Frank Salb, CFA 

Sam Henson, J.D.

With the passage of  the Pension Protection Act (PPA) in 2006 the target-date fund (TDF) market virtually exploded with 
record numbers of  plan sponsors adding these funds to their investment lineup. TDFs are commonly used as a plan’s 
qualified default investment alternative (QDIA) and today are an investment option offered in more than 73% of  employer 
sponsored retirement plans. This percentage is up over 13% in just three years. 

The theory behind TDFs is simple enough. Build a single “do-it-for-me fund” that rebalances itself  and becomes more 
stable the closer it gets to the “target-date”. Unfortunately, as simple of  a theory as it is, that is where the similarities end. 
For example, some TDFs are built with the target-date as the retirement date (“to” retirement), some are built to extend to 
a point in time past retirement (“through” retirement), some are actively managed others passively managed, and all have 
different investment strategies, glidepaths and investment-related fees. 

6

Selecting and Monitoring TDFs

These differences, amongst the virtual simplicity in theory 
behind TDFs, have led to confusion by many in what 
factors to look at in the selection and monitoring of  these 
funds. In response, the United States Department of  Labor 
(DOL) recently provided some guidance in the form of  a 
paper it wrote titled “Target Date Retirement Funds-Tips 
for ERISA Plan Fiduciaries”. While there is nothing in this 
paper requiring a plan sponsor to follow these strategies in 
its selection and monitoring, it is strongly suggested that 
plan sponsors take these into consideration when making 
decisions surrounding these investment alternatives. 

 � Establish a prudent process for comparing and 
selecting TDFs. Seek guidance from investment advice 
fiduciaries who are knowledgeable on the available 
TDFs in the market. Refer to educational materials and 
tools designed to help you make a decision. Address 
any significant changes in information that would affect 
your initial selection. Gather and retain copies of  all 
materials used in the process. 
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 � Establish a prudent process for the periodic review of  selected TDFs 
that continues to address the initial selection steps above. 

 � Understand the fund’s investments—the allocation in different asset 
classes (stocks, bonds, cash), individual investments, and how these will 
change over time. This would include evidence of  your:

 h Understanding of  glidepaths and be able to articulate and document 
whether a “to” or “through” fund is more appropriate for your plan 
and why you made the choice.

 h Narrowing of  the universe of  TDFs according to risk. 

 h Measuring the degree of  diversification and account for inflation, 
placing greater emphasis on risk-adjusted returns.

 h Understanding a fund’s asset allocation strategy and when it is most 
focused on growth.

 h Understanding at what time period and at what pace does the fund’s 
asset allocation become more focused on income.

 h Understanding at what point in time does the fund’s glidepath reach 
its more conservative asset allocation.

 � Review the fund’s fees and investment expenses. Consider possible fees 
and expenses associated with the TDF’s investment in underlying funds. 
Pay particular attention to documenting your understanding of  the fees 
and your consideration that they were reasonable. 

 � Inquire about whether a custom or non-proprietary TDF will be a better 
fit for your plan. 

 � Develop effective employee communications to keep participants 
generally informed about their investment and to comply with 
disclosures required by last years participant level fee disclosures.

 � Take advantage of  available sources of  information to evaluate the TDF 
and recommendations you received regarding the TDF selection. 

 � Document the process.
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The recent DOL guidance is well aligned with the best practices that Lockton has been using with clients for years. 
Lockton recommends and assists clients in an in-depth review of  their TDF’s glidepath, underlying allocations and 
other relevant factors on an annual basis in addition to their normal investment monitoring process. Moreover, 
Lockton annually sends a large request for information to all major players in the TDF industry and compiles the 
data received in a comprehensive manual comparing and contrasting the TDFs in the market. Your Lockton service 
team can assist in the TDF selection process by delivering a thorough report that compares your current offering to 
other available options. This report is an excellent way to document your TDF selection process. 

The DOL also gave guidance that plan sponsors should at least consider using a custom TDF. There are many 
advantages to using a custom TDF, including having more control over the allocations and the individual funds held 
in the portfolio. Many recordkeepers have the capability to support custom model portfolios designed as a custom 
TDF. This capability makes custom TDFs a realistic option even for small to mid-size plans. The vast amount of  
research that Lockton performs on the “off  the shelf ” target-date market provides helpful guidelines for clients that 
wish to create their own TDFs. In addition, Lockton is willing and able to serve as the 3(38) investment manager for 
clients that choose a customized approach.

If you have questions about TDFs or any of the strategies discussed herein, please contact your 

Lockton Retirement Service representative. 

FRANK SALB, CFA
Manager of Investment Services
Lockton Retirement Services
816.960.9387 | fsalb@lockton.com

JESSICA SKINNER, J.D.
Compliance Attorney
Lockton Retirement Services
816.960.9295 | jskinner@lockton.com

SAMUEL HENSON, J.D.
Senior ERISA Counsel
Lockton Retirement Services
816.751.2245 | shenson@lockton.com
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Investments for Today’s Markets

By: Frank Salb, CFA

Diversification is considered to be the foundation of  building 
efficient investment portfolios. However, the vast majority of  
investment options in Defined Contribution (DC) plans are 
concentrated within traditional stock and bond investments. 
While these traditional investments should serve as the core of  
an investor’s portfolio, there are many opportunities to further 
diversify sources of  risk and return. One new area of  interest for 
retirement plans is Multi-Asset Alternative Investments.

These portfolios combine many asset classes such as 
Commodities, Treasury Inflation Protection Securities (TIPS), 
Real Estate and numerous others not commonly offered in a DC 
plan. These portfolios resemble risk-based allocation funds except 
they focus on alternative investments instead of  traditional stocks 
and bonds. 

While these portfolios can be constructed very differently, there 
are two common themes of  what they tend to provide investors: 
Diversification and Inflation Protection. 

Increasing Diversification

Defined Benefit (DB)/pension plans have historically outperformed comparable DC plans. One of  the key reasons is 
that DB plans have more diversification despite lower levels of  risk. DC plans have a strong home country bias toward 
US Equity, while DB plans have a higher allocation to Non-U.S. Equity and “Alternative Investments.” The addition of  a 
Multi-Asset Alternative to a DC plan lineup offers participants the ability to utilize some attractive investments that were 
traditionally not made available to the average DC investor.

Historically, there have been valid arguments as to why alternative asset classes should not be offered within a DC plan. 
These arguments included lack of  participant understanding, complication of  the investment lineup, high risk perception 
and an opportunity for increased performance chasing. Fortunately, most of  these concerns are greatly reduced or 
eliminated when exposure is provided through a Multi-Asset Alternative Investment portfolio. 
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Inflation Protection

Many DC plans today offer investment options that are limited 
to traditional stock and core bond portfolios. These traditional 
investments may struggle in an inflationary environment. However, 
there are a number of  different investments that plan sponsors can 
offer participants that would provide an avenue to protect against 
inflation. Commodities and REITS are common inflation fighters that 
offer a higher risk/return profile, while TIPS provide a government 
bond exposure whose principal rises with the Consumer Price Index. 

Keeping it Simple

Evidence is constantly stacking up that many participants do not 
feel comfortable making investment decisions. This has led to the 
proliferation of  Target Date funds and other professionally managed 
asset allocation products and services. These types of  investments 
have been steadily increasing their exposure to diversifying asset classes for years. Multi-Asset Alternative Investments 
take the same approach by combining many alternative investments that are commonly used by institutional investors 
and offering them within a simple allocation portfolio. While the level of  investment will vary significantly based upon 
each investors circumstances and the specific investment chosen, a 10-20% allocation to these alternatives will often be a 
reasonable range. This investment alongside the core traditional investments would provide additional diversification and 
inflation protection while typically having a small impact on the overall risk level for the investor. More importantly, this 
alternative asset allocation fund provides the benefits of  alternatives in a way that does not require the participant to be an 
investment expert.

There has been a wide array of  these portfolios launched in the last few years, which allows plan sponsors to select a 
portfolio that meets their unique views and objectives. The most important criteria in finding an appropriate portfolio 
are the underlying allocation to various asset classes. To narrow the field it is helpful to give careful consideration to the 
following questions:

Market Neutral, 
L/S, or HF

Commodities

Real Estate

TIPS

Infrastructure

Floating Rate

Emerging
Market Debt

Emerging
Market
Equity

Preferred
Stocks/

Convertibles

Non-U.S. 
Small and

Large
Cap

Equity
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1. What level of risk should the portfolio have relative to stocks, bonds and your average DC 
investor? 

2. How far away from traditional assets would you like to move? Are you interested in only 
the most commonly used asset classes or more far-reaching diversification? Any asset 
classes that must or must not be included?

3. What are the main objectives for the portfolio? Are you primarily looking for 
diversification, inflation protection, or another goal?

Multi-Asset Alternative Investments can offer an attractive value proposition for plan sponsors. With a single 
investment option, the plan can offer access to a professionally managed array of  alternative asset classes that increase 
diversification, help protect against inflation, and potentially improve risk-adjusted return. 

These investments may seem complicated at first, but can be simplified as an allocation fund for alternative 
investments much like a risk-based or target-date portfolio is for traditional investments. The Lockton Multi-Asset 
Alternative Investment Guide is designed to assist plan sponsors select 
and monitor these investments. Please contact your service team for 
more information.

FRANK SALB, CFA
Manager of Investment Services
Lockton Retirement Services
816.960.9387 | fsalb@lockton.com
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